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Lynching is the practice of murder by a group of people by
extrajudicial action. Lynchings in the United States rose in
number after the American Civil War . seasonal pattern in the
Mississippi Delta; they were frequent at the end of the year.
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How the NAACP fought lynching… with pictures of a man being
lynched
The End of American Lynching questions how we think about the
dynamics of lynching, what lynchings mean to the society in
which they occur, how lynching is .
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A big reason for this was the end of the Civil War. and talk
to whites, but identified as Black and could talk to members
of the African American community.
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Among the many horrific accounts of the lynching of African
Americans,1 . Officially, by the end of the 19th century,
American justice had moved toward the .
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For the writers who must somehow contain and create past,
present, and future, lynching has been an unavoidable,
inexorable consequence of race, slavery, and blackness in the
United States. She was looking for her two sons, who she had
heard were out drinking. The first of its kind, this memorial
is a profoundly important acknowledgment.
CriminalJusticeintheUnitedStates,—Thoughtheywerenotsoldopenly,the
It was erected by the Equal Justice Initiative EJIa charity
that provides lawyers for indigent prisoners, advocates for
criminal-justice reform and produces research The End of
American Lynching educational materials. The ballad form
simplifies, concentrates, and renders the incident memorable.
It was not uncommon for lynch mobs to storm jails and murder
black men being held there — particularly those accused of
harming a white person. Anerroroccurred.The spectacles of
public mutilation happened most often in the South, but
sometimes in West Virginia, Delaware and Maryland. The legacy
of such brutal, racist murders is still largely ignored.
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